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ABSTRACT.
In this paper the idea of collapsing, and the associated idea of handle cancellation, in a piecewise linear manifold are used to produce a version of Morse theory for piecewise linear embeddings.
As an application of this it is shown that, if n > 2, there exist triangulations of the n-ball that are not simplicially collapsible. (ii) h is the identity outside a regular neighbourhood of (Q_x 1) CI (Hp U Hp+Ï). 
Hence by standard results on regular neighbourhoods, the closure of (E U shows that (e')~ (eQ x id): Mxl -»Mx/ is isotopic to the identity, and thus by an isotopy covering theorem, e is ambient isotopic to eQ x id. If now e is within e of the imbedding en x id: Al x /-* Q x I, then we may assume that the critical level embedding is also within e of eQ x id. It is expected that, when the details of Rourke's proof are published, they will apply in this situation to show that eQ and ßj are ambient f-isotopic.
In that case we should have an alternative proof of Miller's result [9] that in codimension three or more, given a proper embedding of a ball in a ball and an e > 0, there exists a 8 such that any other proper embedding within a 8 of the first is ambient e-isotopic to the first embedding (the relevant e-concordance being constructed conewise).
